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THIS AGREEMENT made as of the date signed by a DENCAP Dental Plans officer, between DENCAP Dental Plans, Inc., a Michigan for-profit corporation, 
which is licensed as an alternative health care financing and delivery system, having its principal office at 45 E. Milwaukee, Detroit, Michigan 48202 
(hereinafter referred to as “DENCAP”), and the Agent listed (hereinafter referred to as “Agent”).

SECTION 1 – Independent Contractor
Agent is an independent contractor and not an employee of DENCAP. Agent shall not, except at his/her own expense, make any payment, assume any 
liability or incur any expense on behalf of DENCAP, without DENCAP’s prior written consent. DENCAP shall not control the manner or method used 
by Agent to meet its obligations pursuant to this Agreement, except that AGENT obligations shall be performed in a competent and efficient manner 
complying with this Agreement. DENCAP shall not withhold for AGENT any income tax, Social Security, or unemployment insurance, or provide to 
Agent any employee benefits. Agent shall not have the authority to bind DENCAP.

SECTION 2 – Appointment
DENCAP hereby appoints Agent to solicit Employer Groups to enter into Group Service Agreements and/or individuals to enter Individual Contracts 
with DENCAP Dental Plans. This Agreement shall be non-exclusive as to Agents and DENCAP on behalf of the Corporation.

SECTION 3 – Agent Qualifications
Agent hereby warrants that he/she is licensed in the State of Michigan as an insurance Agent with the proper authority to perform this Agreement. 
Further, Agent agrees to comply with all Federal and/or State statutory laws with respect to regulations governing insurance Agents, and furnish 
DENCAP with a current Agent Insurance License.

SECTION 4 – General Duties of Agent
Agent shall solicit Groups to enter into Individual or Group Service Agreements with DENCAP and shall render such services to Individuals or Group(s) 
as requested by DENCAP.

DENCAP shall provide training to Agent upon request so that said Agent will be able to adequately market DENCAP products. DENCAP shall also 
provide Agent with pertinent information about the services provided by DENCAP, including marketing brochures, materials, etc.

DENCAP shall have the right to approve all marketing, membership, educational, and informational materials developed by Agent pertaining to 
DENCAP, before said materials are used in any manner whatsoever.

Applications for membership must be completed and submitted to DENCAP prior to benefits becoming effective. Such applications, and/or other 
forms and statements as DENCAP may reasonably request, must be submitted to DENCAP and include DENCAP assigned Agent ID number.

SECTION 5 – Compensation
Agent shall receive a level commission of collected premium as stated below from all Individual and/or Group business solicited by Agent. Agent shall 
be paid commissions on premiums received beginning on the effective date of Group or Individual coverage. Commissions are paid via Electronic 
Fund Transfer (EFT) every other month. Agent shall be responsible for informing DENCAP of any changes to the account designated for EFT.

The Commission Schedule for Standard individual and Small Group Business (any group with a population under 500 possible members) New 
Business is 10% in the first year and 10% upon renewal.

For Large Group Business (any group with a population over 500 possible members), Commission Schedule for New Business is $1.00 per month 
per enrolled subscriber. No additional commission payment is provided.

 a)  Notwithstanding anything contained herein to the contrary, the commission may be canceled should the Individual or Group fail to pay the 
  applicable premium rates for the subscribers for a period consistent with applicable State laws.
 b) If DENCAP shall for any reason refund any premium on which Agent is entitled to a commission pursuant to this Agreement, Agent shall lose 
  the right to the commission on such premium.
 c) Agent shall pay all expenses necessary for the proper handling and servicing of said Agent’s account(s).
 d) Agent will continue to receive commissions on premiums received from the Individual or Group as long as Agent abides by the terms of this 
  Agreement and performs the following duties:
   1) To carry out the annual rate renewal process for the Individual or Group.
   2) To negotiate the annual benefit changes with the Individual or Group.
   3) To assist the Individual or Group with enrollment of their employees with completing enrollment forms.
 e) If Agent does not perform to DENCAP’s satisfaction all of the above duties, this Agreement shall be terminated after the delivery of a ten (10) 
  day written notice from DENCAP to Agent.
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SECTION 6 – Rebates
If Agent makes, directly or indirectly, to any Individual or Group, a reduction of any kind in the amount of the premiums to be paid from the rates 
originally quoted in writing from DENCAP, this Agreement shall immediately terminate and Agent shall forfeit all rights hereunder.

SECTION 7 – Property Rights in Business and Records
All Individual or Group coverage(s) procured by Agent while performing this Agreement is, and shall be, the permanent and exclusive property of 
DENCAP, including, but not limited to, policies, customer lists and records, and any other pertinent information.

SECTION 8 – Termination
This agreement shall remain in effect until either party elects to terminate this Agreement, by notifying the other party in writing at least thirty (30) 
days prior to the date of termination.

If at any time the license granted to Agent from the State of Michigan should be suspended, DENCAP shall withhold any commissions due to Agent 
until Agent’s License is reinstated by the State of Michigan. If Agent’s License is canceled by the State of Michigan, this Agreement shall automatically 
terminate, effective the date of such cancelation.

Termination of this Agreement shall not affect the rights or obligations of the parties hereto, which shall have theretofore accrued or shall thereafter 
arise with respect to any occurrence prior to termination, and such rights and obligations shall continue to be governed by the terms of this 
Agreement.

SECTION 9 – Amendments
DENCAP and Agent, without notice to or approval of any other person, reserve the right to amend this Agreement if such amendment is jointly 
approved in writing.

SECTION 10 – HIPPA Agreement
This Agreement (“Agreement”) is effective upon execution, and is made by and between the undersigned Agent (“Business Associate”) and DENCAP 
Dental Plans (“Company”).

Company and Business Associate mutually agree to comply with the requirements of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 
and its implementing regulations (45 C.F.R. Parts 160-64) and with the requirements of all applicable state regulations implementing Title V of the 
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (15 U.S.C. § 6801 et seq.) that are applicable to Company’s relationship with Business Associate.

Privacy of Protected Health Information and Nonpublic Personal Financial and Health Information.

 a)  Permitted Uses and Disclosures: Business Associate is permitted or required to use or disclose Protected Health Information (“PHI”) and 
  Nonpublic Personal Financial and Health Information (“NPFHI”) it creates or receives for or from Company or to request PHI and NPFHI on 
  Company’s behalf only as follows:
   1) Functions and Activities on Company’s Behalf: Business Associate is permitted to request the Minimum Necessary PHI and NPFHI on 
    Company’s behalf, and to use and to disclose the Minimum Necessary PHI to perform functions, activities, or services for or on behalf 
    of Company. 
   2) Business Associate’s Operations: Business Associate may use the Minimum Necessary PHI and NPFHI for Business Associate’s proper 
    management and administration or to carry out Business Associate’s legal responsibilities. Business Associate may disclose the 
    Minimum Necessary PHI, but not such NPFHI, for Business Associate’s proper management and administration or to carry out Business 
    Associate’s legal responsibilities only if:
     i.  The disclosure is required by law; or
     ii.  Business Associate obtains reasonable assurance, evidenced by written contract, from any person or organization to which 
      Business Associate will disclose PHI that the person or organization will:
       1.  Hold such PHI in confidence and use or further disclose it only for the purpose for which Business Associate disclosed 
        it to the person or organization or as required by law; and
       2.  Promptly notify Business Associate (who will in turn promptly notify Company) of any instance of which the person or 
        organization becomes aware in which the confidentiality of such PHI was breached.
 b)  Prohibition on Unauthorized Use or Disclosure: Business Associate will neither use nor disclose PHI and NPFHI except as permitted or 
  required by the Agreement, as otherwise permitted in writing by Company, or as required by law. This Agreement does not authorize 
  Business Associate to use or disclose PHI or NPFHI in a manner that would violate the requirements of the Health Insurance Portability and 
  Accountability Act of 1996 and its implementing regulations (45 C.F.R. Parts 160-64) if done by Company, except as set forth in Section A(1)(b).
   1) Information Safeguards: Business Associate will develop, document, implement, maintain, and use appropriate administrative, 
    technical, and physical safeguards, in compliance with Social Security Act § 1173(d) (42 U.S.C. § 1320d-2(d)), 45 C.F.R. § 164.530(c), any 
    other implementing regulations issued by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, and any other applicable laws. The 
    safeguards will be designed to preserve the integrity and confidentiality of, and to prevent intentional or unintentional non-permitted 
    or violating use or disclosure of, PHI or NPFHI. Business Associate will document and keep these safeguards current. Business Associate 
    agrees to mitigate any harmful effect that is known to the Business Associate resulting from a use or disclosure of PHI or NPFHI by the 
    Business Associate or its subcontractors in violation of the requirements of this Agreement.
   2) Subcontractors and Agents: Business Associate will require any of its subcontractors and agents, to which Business Associate is 
    permitted by this Agreement or in writing by Company to disclose PHI and NPFHI, to provide reasonable assurance, evidenced by 
    written contract, that such subcontractor or agent will comply with the same privacy and security obligations as Business Associate 
    with respect to such PHI and NPHFI.
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 c)  Compliance with Standard Transactions    
   1)  If Business Associate conducts, in whole or part, Standard Transactions for or on behalf of Company, Business Associate will comply, 
    and will require any subcontractor or agent involved with the conduct of such Standard Transactions to comply, with each applicable 
    requirement of 45 C.F.R. Part 162. Business Associate will not enter into, or permit its subcontractors or agents to enter into, any trading 
    partner agreement in connection with the conduct of Standard Transactions for or on behalf of Company that 
     i. Changes the definition, data condition, or use of a data element or segment in a Standard Transaction;
     ii.  Adds any data element or segment to the maximum defined data set;
     iii.  Uses any code or data element that is marked “not used” in the Standard Transaction’s implementation specification or is not 
      in the Standard Transaction’s implementation specification; or
     iv.  Changes the meaning or intent of the Standard Transaction’s implementation specification.     
 d)  Individual Rights   
   1)  Access: Business Associate will, within five (5) business days after Company’s request, make available to Company or, at Company’s 
    direction, to the individual (or the individual’s personal representative) for inspection and obtaining copies any PHI and NPFHI about 
    the individual that is in Business Associate’s custody or control, so that Company may meet its access obligations under 
    45 C.F.R. § 164.524.
   2)  Amendment: Business Associate will, upon receipt of notice from Company, promptly amend or permit Company access to amend any 
    portion of the PHI and NPFHI, so that Company may meet its amendment obligations under 45 C.F.R. § 164.526.
   3)  Disclosure Accounting: So that Company may meet its disclosure accounting obligations under 45 C.F.R. § 164.528:
     i. Disclosure Tracking. Starting April 14, 2003, Business Associate will record information concerning each disclosure of PHI, not 
      excepted from disclosure tracking under Agreement Section C.3(b) below, that Business Associate makes to Company or a 
      third party. The information Business Associate will record includes: (i) the disclosure date; (ii) the name and (if known) address 
      of the person or entity to whom Business Associate made the disclosure; (iii) a brief description of the PHI disclosed; and (iv) 
      a brief statement of the purpose of the disclosure (items i-v, collectively, the “disclosure information”). For repetitive 
      disclosures Business Associate makes to the same person or entity for a single purpose, Business Associate may provide (x) the 
      disclosure information for the first of these repetitive disclosures; (y) the frequency, periodicity or number of these repetitive 
      disclosures; and (z) the date of the last of these repetitive disclosures. Business Associate will make this disclosure information 
      available to Company within ten 10) business days after Company’s request.
     ii.  Exceptions from Disclosure Tracking. Business Associate need not record disclosure information or otherwise account for 
      disclosures of PHI that this Agreement or Company in writing permits or requires (i) for purposes of treating the individual 
      who is the subject of the PHI disclosed, payment for that treatment, or for the health care operations of Business Associate; 
      (ii) to the individual who is the subject of the PHI disclosed or to that individual’s personal representative; (iii) pursuant to a 
      valid authorization by the person who is the subject of the PHI disclosed; (iv) to persons involved in that individual’s health 
      care or payment related to that individual’s health care; (v) for notification for disaster relief purposes; (vi) for national security 
      or intelligence purposes; (vii) as part of a limited data set; or (viii) to law enforcement officials or correctional institutions 
      regarding inmates or other persons in lawful custody.
     iii.  Disclosure Tracking Time Periods. Business Associate must have available for Company the disclosure information required by 
      Agreement Section C.3 (a) for the six (6) years preceding Company’s request for the disclosure information (except Business 
      Associate need have no disclosure information for disclosures occurring before April 14, 2003).
   4)  Restriction Requests: Confidential Communications: Business Associate will comply with any requests for restriction requests and 
    confidential communication of which it is aware and to which Company agrees pursuant to 45 C.F.R. § 164.522 (a) and (b).
   5) Inspection of Books and Records: Business Associate will make its internal practices, books, and records, relating to its use and 
    disclosure of PHI, available to Company and to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services to determine compliance with 
    45 C.F.R. Parts 160-64 or this Agreement.

 e)  Breach of Privacy Obligations
   1) Reporting: Business Associate will report to Company any use or disclosure of PHI and NPFHI not permitted by this Agreement or by 
    Company in writing. Business Associate will make the report to Company’s Privacy Officer within three (3) business days after Business 
    Associate learns of such non-permitted use or disclosure. Business Associate’s report will, at a minimum:
     i. Identify the nature of the non-permitted use or disclosure;
     ii. Identify the PHI and NPFHI used or disclosed;
     iii. Identify who made the non-permitted or violating use or disclosure and who received the non-permitted disclosure;
     iv. Identify what corrective action Business Associate took or will take to prevent further non-permitted uses or disclosures;
     v.  Identify what Business Associate did or will do to mitigate any deleterious effect of the non-permitted use or disclosure; and 
      Provide such other information, including a written report, as Company may reasonably request.

 f )  Termination of Agreement
   1) Right to Terminate for Breach: Company may terminate Agreement if it determines, in its sole discretion, that Business Associate has 
    breached any provision of this Agreement. Company may exercise this right to terminate Agreement by providing Business Associate 
    written notice of termination, stating the breach of the Agreement that provides the basis for the termination. Any such termination 
    will be effective immediately or at such other date specified in Company’s notice of termination.
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     i. Obligations upon Termination Return or Destruction. Upon termination, cancellation, expiration or other conclusion of 
      Agreement, Business Associate will, if feasible, return to Company or destroy all PHI and NPFHI in whatever form or medium 
      (including any electronic medium) and all copies of any data or compilations derived from and allowing identification of any 
      individual who is a subject of PHI and NPFHI. Company will determine, in its sole discretion, whether Business Associate 
      will destroy or return such PHI and NPFHI. Business Associate will complete such return or destruction as promptly as possible, 
      but not later than ten (10) business days after the effective date of the termination, cancellation, expiration or other 
      conclusion of Agreement. All costs related to the Business Associate’s return or destruction of PHI and NPFHI will be paid by 
      the Business Associate. Business Associate will identify any PHI and NPFHI that cannot feasibly be returned to Company or 
      destroyed. Business Associate will limit its further use or disclosure of that PHI and NPFHI to those purposes that make return 
      or destruction of that PHI and NPFHI infeasible. Within ten (10) business days after the effective date of the termination, 
      cancellation, expiration or other conclusion of Agreement, Business Associate will: (a) certify on oath in writing to Company 
      that such return or destruction has been completed, (b) deliver to Company the identification of any PHI and NPFHI for which 
      return or destruction is infeasible and (c) certify that it will only use or disclose such PHI and NPFHI for those purposes that 
      make return or destruction infeasible. 
     ii. Continuing Privacy Obligation. Business Associate’s obligation to protect the privacy of the PHI and NPFHI it created or 
      received for or from Company will be continuous and survive termination, cancellation, expiration or other conclusion 
      of Agreement.
     iii.  Other Obligations and Rights. Business Associate’s other obligations and rights upon termination, cancellation, expiration or 
      other conclusion of Agreement will be those set out in the Agreement. 
   2) Indemnity: Business Associate will indemnify and hold harmless Company and any Company affiliate, officer, director, employee or 
    agent from and against any claim, cause of action, liability, damage, cost or expense, including attorneys’ fees and court or proceeding 
    costs, arising out of or in connection with any non-permitted or violating use of disclosure of PHI and NPFHI or other breach of this 
    Agreement by Business Associate or any subcontractor, agent, person or entity under Business Associate’s control.
     i. Right to Tender or Undertake Defense. If Company is named a party in any judicial, administrative or other proceeding arising 
      out of or in connection with any non-permitted or violating use or disclosure of PHI and NPFHI or other breach of this 
      Agreement by Business Associate or any subcontractor, agent, person or entity under Business Associate’s control, Company 
      will have the option at any time to either: (i) tender its defense to Business Associate, in which case Business Associate will 
      provide qualified attorneys, consultants, and other appropriate professionals to represent Company’s interests at Business 
      Associate’s expense, or (ii) undertake Business Associate will be responsible for and pay the reasonable fees and expenses of 
      such attorneys, consultants, and other professionals.
     ii. Right to Control Resolution. Company will have the sole right and discretion to settle, compromise or otherwise resolve any 
      and all claims, causes of actions, liabilities or damages against it, notwithstanding that Company may have tendered its 
      defense to Business Associate. Any such resolution will not relieve Business Associate of its obligation to indemnify Company 
      under this Agreement Section D.3.

 g)  General Provisions
   1) Definitions: The capitalized terms shall have the following meaning:
     i. Protected Health Information (PHI) means: individually identifiable health information collected electronically, orally, or via 
      paper. PHI includes information such as the patient’s name, SS#, telephone number, medical record number, address, 
      including ZIP code, as well as medical records. Information that identifies the individual or to which there is a reasonable basis 
      to believe the information can be used to identify the individual.
     ii. Standard Transactions mean: the transmission of information between two parties to carry out financial or administrative 
      activities related to health care.
     iii. Minimum Necessary means: when using or disclosing protected health information or when requesting protected health 
      information, reasonable efforts are made to limit protected health information to the minimum necessary to accomplish the 
      intended purpose of the use, disclosure or request.
     iv. Nonpublic Personal Information/Nonpublic Personal Financial and Health Information (NPFHI) means: name, address, social 
      security number, information on the application, cookie information, payment information, account balance, consumer report 
      information and true financial information.
     v. Business Associate means: a person or entity that provides certain functions, activities, or services for or to a covered entity 
      involving the use and/or disclosure of PHI. A business associate is not part of the workforce of the health care provider, the 
      health plan, or another covered entity.
     vi. Covered Entity means: 1) a health plan; 2) a health care clearinghouse; or 3) a health care provider who transmits any health 
      information in electronic form. 
   2) Owner of Protected Health Information: Company is the exclusive owner of PHI and NPFHI generated or used under the terms of the 
    Agreement or this Agreement.
   3) Disclosure of De-identified Data: The process of converting PHI to De-identified Data (“DID”) is set forth in 45 C.F.R. § 164.514. In the 
    event that Company provides Business Associate with DID, Business Associate shall not be given access to, nor shall Business Associate 
    attempt to develop on its own, any keys or codes that can be used to re-identify data.
   4) Creation of De-identified Data: In the event Business Associate wishes to convert PHI and NPFHI to DID, it must first subject its 
    proposed plan for accomplishing the conversion to Company for Company’s approval, which shall not be unreasonably withheld.
   5) Intent: The parties agree that there are no intended third-party beneficiaries under this Agreement.

SECTION 11 - EFT Authorization 
I understand I must notify DENCAP immediately and complete a new authorization form if I change financial institutions, account numbers or type of 
account. DENCAP is not responsible for fees incurred due to invalid banking information, or changes not submitted in time to stop the deposit. This 
EFT Authorization agreement will remain in effect until DENCAP Dental Plans, Inc. receives a written notice of cancellation from me or my financial 
institution, or until I submit a new authorization from to DENCAP.
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Name or Business Information as filed on Taxes

Name:  ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________

City: _________________________________________________________   State: _______   Zip:  __________________

Phone: _____________________________________________ Fax:  __________________________________________

Email:  ____________________________________________________________________________________________

       Tax ID #: ___________________________________ (or)          SS #:  _________________________________________

This agency has a separate physical address (If same as above, leave blank)

Name:  ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Address:  __________________________________________________________________________________________

City: _________________________________________________________   State: _______   Zip:  __________________

Appointed Agent Information

Name: ______________________________________   NPN Number:  _________________________________________

By: ____________________________________________________________   Date:  _____________________________

Name: ________________________________________________   Title:  ______________________________________

EFT Information

Bank Name:  _______________________________________________________________________________________

Routing Number:  ___________________________________________________________________________________

Account or UPIC Number:  ____________________________________________________________________________

By: ____________________________________________________________ Date:  ___________________________________________________

Date Received: ________________ Effective Date: ________________ Agent ID Number:  ______________________________________________

Signature of Agent, Officer or Business Associate. Your email to DENCAP serves as a binding signature.

For Agency: Print Officer’s Name and Title

Joseph Lentine, Jr.

I have attached a W-9                  I have attached a copy of my professional License(s)

Complete the above and fax, e-mail or mail to DENCAP Dental Plans. If submitting electronically, type your name in the signature box. 

(DENCAP Office Use Only)

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this Agreement to be executed by their duly authorized representatives at Detroit, Michigan 
on the effective date listed.
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